2003 ARTICLE INDEX
“40+ Great Finds” special offers for readers,
Aug:54-61

A
“A Better Edge” facing alternatives, Jul:46-49
“A Little Flair” adding narrow ruffles and trim
to garments, Mar:40-43
“A Man and His Machine” humor story about
buying first sewing machine, Mar:60-62
“ABCs of Sewing Class” preparing for
sewing classes, Mar:56-57
Accessories
backpack with expandable gusset,
May:60-63
bag with bound buttonhole detail, Nov:64-66
faux suede belts, May:24-27
faux suede handbag with animal print
accent, Apr:40-42
handbag with grommet tape, Aug:21-22
necklaces from leftover yarns, fabrics and
beads, Apr:44-46
new patterns, Apr:68-69
patchwork bags, Dec:20-23
scarves with tulle treasure pockets,
Dec:52-54
scarves, chenille fleece, Oct:50-52
scarves, edge treatments, Apr:14-17
“All Tied Up” sewing with tie fabric,
Dec:44-46
Alterations see also fit and "Fit for You"
converting sweatshirt from crew neck to
V-neck, Feb:14-16
during weight loss, Nov:24-27
removing crease from old hemline, Feb:17
“American Sewing Guild: A Silver
Celebration” history and information of
ASG, Sep:56-57
“And Sew On” (column)
Barbara Berdy and others sewing for
children’s psychiatric center, Feb:98
Cynthia Thomas sewing after stroke, Sep:90
Deloise Vaden, handbag-maker, Nov:98
Helen Gibb, ribbonwork artist, Apr:90
Jean-Paul Corbeil, young fashion designer,
Jun:82
Jeri Bergstrom makes coats for greyhounds,
Jul:82
Jill Gully, wool-felting artist, May:90
John Serfling, Aug:82
Joseph Taylor, 16-year-old sewer, Oct:98
Micky Turner’s teleidoscope designs,
Dec:98
organic fabric mail-order business, Mar:82
Stephanie Brown, young fashion designer,
Jan:90
“Antique Approach” using old-fashioned
sewing techniques, Jan:50-52
Appliqué
dimensional, for making embellished fabric,
Mar:45
from fleece fabric, Feb:47-48
ice-skater appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
machine embroidery, Oct:24-28
on Halloween penny rug, Oct:30-33
pants embellished with buttons and fauxsuede appliqué, Jul:28-29
several methods for applying printed fabric
motifs to garments, Jun:36-40
Aprons patterns, techniques and ideas,
Apr:48-52

Armhole fine-tuning armhole depth, armholes
that bind or gape, Jan:28-31
“Artistry” necklaces from leftover yarns,
fabrics and beads, Apr:44-46
Atwood, Jennie Archer (author) 40 tips for
sewing for kids, Oct:38-41

B
Babylon, Donna (author)
making pet beds, Nov:44-46
patriotic windsock, Jul:32-33
terms to know when making window
treatments, May:30-33
three valances from basic shape, Aug:28-29
trim options for window treatments,
Jun:32-34
“Back to Basics: Buttonholes” perfecting
buttonholes, Jul:52-55
“Back to Basics: Fiber ID” chart for
identifying fibers with burn test, Mar:48-49
“Back to Basics: Hand Sewing Techniques”
hand stitches used in garment construction,
Apr:60-63
“Back to Basics: Stitching in the Ditch”
Jan:54-55
Backpack with expandable gusset,
May:60-63
Bags see also purses
laundry bag with grommet tape, Aug:22
Bailey, Annette (author) three pillows from
bandanas, Aug:44-47
Baker, Laurie (author) sewing rainwear
fabrics, May:40-43
Baker, Naomi (author)
serging a flatlocked, pieced skirt, Apr:22-23
serging with yarn, Feb:22-24
“Bandanas for Home Dec” three pillows
from bandanas, Aug:44-47
Basting
thread tracing and diagonal basting, Apr:61
slip-basting tip, Dec:25
Batting using in hems, Sep:54
“Beading” hand beading techniques,
Feb:60-65
Behind the scenes
saris used in staff challenge garments,
Aug:52-53
staff challenge using home dec fabrics for
garments, Mar:30-31
staff challenge using photo transfer,
Dec:68-69
Belts faux suede, May:24-27
“Beyond the Guidesheet: Pant Tips &
Techniques” adapting pant pattern
instructions for better results, May:52-55
Binding
bias, adding to aprons, Apr:50
instead of facing, Jul:47-49
Blankets
tip on finishing edges, Aug:25
yardage for different bed sizes, Aug:26
Blouses see shirts
Bontrager, Dana (author) table runner,
napkins printed with leaves, Nov:38-41
Book reviews see "The Bookmark"
“Bookmark, The” (column), new books
Color by Design, Jun:65
Embroidery Machine Essentials series,
Jun:65
Fantastic Fabric Textures, Dec:82

Felt Wee Folk, Oct:80
Folkwear Book of Ethnic Clothing, Apr:78
Handmade Bags, Feb:80
Making Handbags, Apr:78
More Splash Than Cash Window
Treatments, Aug:70
Options, Aug:70
Paper Quilting, Feb:80
Queen of Inventions, Dec:82
Quiltagami, Jun:65
Sandra Betzina Sews for Your Home,
Feb:80
Sew Fast, Sew Easy, Jun:65
Sew Much Fun, Aug:70
Sew Simple Squares, Oct:80
Sew Young, Sew Fun: Sew it Up!, Feb:80
Sewing With Nancy’s Favorite Hints, Apr:78
Shibori, Dec:82
Simple Slipcovers, Aug:70
Simple-to-Sew Slipcovers & Cover-ups,
Apr:78
Susan Sargent’s New Country Color, Dec:82
The Quilter’s Block Bible, Oct:80
Vestments for All Seasons, Oct:80
Bookmarks beaded, Dec:60
“Borders” combining decorative stitches to
create borders, Feb:68-71
Botsford, Shirley (author) sewing with tie
fabric, Dec:44-46
“Bottom Line, The” hemming techniques
and stitches, Sep:52-55
“Bound Buttonholes Simplified” steps for
perfecting, plus buttonhole purse project,
Nov:64-66
Brent, Rebecca Kemp (author) making
decorative stitch borders, Feb:68-71
Brown, Gail (author)
Baby Quilt Project at Rich East H.S., Dec:12
Barbara Torina sews habits for Franciscan
friars, Aug:10
church sewing group helping babies in
need, Mar:12
Creative Threads volunteers, Jan:12
group makes teddy bears for kids, Jun:12
headcover pattern sources, Apr:12
Mittens for the Homeless program, Oct:12
pillowcases for pediatric patients, Jul:12
profile of three charity sewing groups,
Sep:12
St. Anthony Stitchers sew for needy
families, Nov:12
three books on charity sewing, May:12
Burn test chart for indentifying fibers,
Mar:48-49
Business running a sewing business,
Apr:54-57
Buttonholes
bound, perfecting, Nov:64-66
marking, length, placement, cording,
Jul:52-55
Buttons
adding button closure to pattern, May:50
covered, creative ideas, Feb:54-57
embellishing clothing with, Jul:24-29
measuring for buttonhole length, Jul:55
on slipcover, Sep:60
removing from denim jacket, Sep:14

C
Camisoles embellished with buttons,
Jul:24-26
Cards three stitched styles to make with
notions, Dec:56-57
Chaney, Ronda (author) hemming
techniques and stitches, Sep:52-55
Charitable sewing see also "From the Heart"
Children
40 tips for sewing for, Oct:38-41
machine-smocked dress, Jul:40-44
painting T-shirt with squirt gun, Oct:41
serged skirt and shirt, Jun:14-16
“Choose the Best Fabric” choosing pattern
and fabric combinations, Mar:36-38
Christmas
ice-skater appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
quick gifts to make, Dec:56-60
tip for decorating color schemes, Dec:26
Classes
preparing for sewing classes, Mar:56-57
preparing to teach a sewing class,
Apr:64-66
Closures decorative, Feb:26-29
Clothing tip for storing out-of-season, Mar:59
Collars
embroidering on, Jul:39
shawl, Jan:56-58
“Color Smart” using color wheel to choose
fabric and trims, Dec:48-51
Contests
Everybody Loves Sulky challenge 2002,
select winners, Mar:58
Heartfelt ... Art From the Heart challenge,
select winners, Mar:58-59
Make It Yourself With Wool winners, Jul:66
Cornwell, Nancy (author)
fleece chenille basics, two scarves,
Oct:50-52
fleece embroidery, Feb:46-48
Couching with rolled-hem foot, Aug:42
“Count Down to Christmas” quick gifts to
make, Dec:56-60
Coverstitching on a child’s shirt, Jun:14-16
“Creative Cover-ups” basics of and ideas for
covered buttons, Feb:54-57
Cuffs
adding contrasting, Jul:16-18
embroidering on, Jul:39
sleeve, designed to stay put, Nov:20-23
Curtains see window treatments
Cushion welted cover for, Sep:64
Cutting tip for, Mar:15
“Cutting Edge” decorative and practical uses
for pinking shears, Jan:64-65

D
“Darting In & Out” darts on garment outside,
May:64-67
Darts
adding to garment outside, May:64-67
adjusting, moving and adding, Jul:20-22
stitching and pressing, Jul:22, Oct:18
with a single thread, May:66
“Decorating Q&A” (column)
applying fabric to furniture, May:34
attaching tassels, Mar:28-29
choosing decorator fabric, Nov:42-43
combining prints and stripes, Jul:30
creating guest room retreat, Aug:27
decorating home office, Feb:30
embellishing pillowcases, Jul:30-31
embroidering on towels, Apr:24
enlarging graphed patterns, Aug:27
fabric-covered folding screen, Oct:34
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French seam, Apr:24
gathering ruffles, Feb:30
holiday decorating color schemes, Dec:26
ideas for leftover decorator fabric, Nov:42
ideas for simple gifts kids can make,
Dec:26-27
inserting grommets, Jan:36
lightening rooms for summer, May:34
lining jabots, Sep:28
monogram tips, Apr:24
outdoor summer decorations, Jun:30
pouf valance, Jan:36
reducing noise at window, Sep:28
selecting animal-print fabrics, Mar:29
tiebacks, determining length, Oct:34
using oilcloth, Jun:30
Decorative stitches
adding embellishment to pockets, Feb:32-34
combining to create borders, Feb:68-71
used to imitate hand smocking, Jul:40-44
Dogs
embellished collars, Dec:57
making pet beds, Nov:44-46
Dotur, Elizabeth (author) history, draping and
sources of saris, Aug:48-50
Double needle tips for threading, tension,
Nov:16
Drapes see window treatments
Dress machine-smocked child’s, Jul:40-44
Dubicki, Elizabeth (author)
slipcovers, part 1, Aug:36-39
slipcovers, part 2, Sep:60-65
three unique pillow corners, Apr:26-28
Duplicate stitch on sweaters, Dec:16-17
Dyeing shibori-resist method, Sep:22-23

E
Ease
amount needed for different fabrics,
May:18-19
fitting vs. wearing, standard amounts in
patterns, Feb:18-21
Elastic
tip for applying, Jun:18
tip for replacing in waistband, Oct:15
to stabilize seams, Jun:48-50
Embroidery see also Machine Embroidery
by hand on sweaters, Dec:14-17
Embroidery machines see "Machines &
More"
“Embroidery Techniques for Fleece”
dimensional embroidery ideas for fleece,
Feb:46-48
“Enduring Sari, The” history, draping and
sources of saris, Aug:48-50
Ergonomic sewing Jul:56-59
Ericson, Lois (author) adding creativity to
patch pockets, Oct:44-48
Eyelets using decoratively on garments,
Mar:20-22

F
Fabric
animal-print, tip for using, Mar:29
applying to furniture, May:34
choosing pattern/fabric combination,
Mar:36-38
combining prints and stripes, Jul:30
crinkled, sewing tips for, Jun:55
denim do’s and don’ts for office casual,
Jan:74
denim distressing, fading, over-dyeing,
Jan:24-26
faux fur, sewing with, Jan:44-49

fleece, embroidered pullover, Feb:47-48
fleece, embroidering on, Feb:46-48
fleece, jacket with yarn-serged edges,
Feb:22-24
fleece, ribbing made with twin needle,
Feb:24
fleece, tip for choosing lining, Dec:19
fleece, tip on finishing blanket edges,
Aug:25
for travel, Jun:52-57
home dec, tips for selecting, Nov:42-43
ideas for making embellished yardage,
Mar:44-46
identifying fibers with burn test, Mar:48-49
leather, embroidering and sewing,
Dec:36-39
leather, tip for hemming, Apr:20
leather, tip for removing pen mark, Nov:70
leftover home dec, tips for using, Nov:42
microfiber, sewing tips for, Jun:57
oilcloth, tip for using, Jun:30
pleather, removing wrinkles, Nov:18
preventing fading, May:23
rainwear, May:40-43
slinky knits, sewing tips for, Jun:54-56
stretch-wovens, sewing tips for, Apr:18-20,
Jun:56
striped, using for home dec, Dec:28-32
suede, embroidering and sewing, Dec:36-39
Tencel, sewing tips for, Jun:57
using licensed, Sep:14
velvet, tips for sewing, Dec:18-19
wicking fabric, determining right side, Jan:19
wool, quick definitions and tips for different
types, Mar:15
wool-blend felt, getting boiled-wool look,
Oct:30-33
“Fabric Imprints” stamped linen jacket,
Mar:52-54
“Fabric Printing Challenge” editors create
projects using photo transfer, Dec:68-69
“Fabulous Fakes” sewing faux fur, Jan:44-49
Facings
alternative edges to, Jul:46-49
stitching in the ditch on, Jan:54-55
Fading tip on preventing, May:23
“Fancy Footwork: Blind-hem” uses and tips
for presser foot, Oct:42-43
“Fancy Footwork: Flat-felling” uses and tips
for presser foot, Sep:66-68
“Fancy Footwork: Rolled Hemmer” uses
and tips for presser foot, Aug:40-42
Fashion
choosing flattering patterns for spring ’03
styles, Jun:22-27
fall ’03 Sew News Fashion Collection,
Sep:40-43
fall ’03 trends and styles, Sep:70-71
spring ’03 fashion trends, Mar:64-66
spring ’03 Sew News Fashion Collection,
Feb:42-45
“Firm Foundation” using untraditional fabrics
for paper piecing, Dec:62-64
Fit see also alterations and "Fit for You"
adding yoke, Apr:34
armhole depth, Jan:28-30
armholes, fixing gaping or binding,
Jan:30-31
broad-back adjustment, Aug:16
broad-back alteration, Sep:32
darts, adjusting, moving and adding,
Jul:20-22
forward-shoulder adjustment, Aug:16
full-arm adjustment, Aug:17
full-bust adjustment, Jul:21-22, Aug:16
high/low shoulder alteration, Sep:30
pants, crotch-depth adjustment, Oct:20

pants, flat-derriere adjustment, Oct:21
pants, full-tummy adjustment, Oct:22-23
pants, large-derriere adjustment, Oct:22
pants, large-tummy and derriere alterations,
Oct:22-23
pants, measuring crotch length, Oct:21
pants, swayback adjustment, Oct:22
swayback adjustment, Aug:16
“Fit for You” (column)
adding gussets to pants, underarms,
Dec:24-25
adjusting, moving and adding darts,
Jul:20-22
altering for uneven bodies, Sep:30-33
choosing flattering patterns for spring ’03
styles, Jun:22-27
ease requirements of fabrics, May:18-19
fine-tuning armhole fit, Jan:28-31
fitting jackets, Aug:14-18
fitting maternity wear, Apr:30-34
fitting strategies during weight loss,
Nov:24-27
jean fitting, Mar:16-19
pant fitting, Oct:20-23
understanding ease, Feb:18-21
Flatlocking pieced skirt, Apr:22-23
“Flip Side, The” serged shirt from reversible
fabric, Nov:60-63
Floor screen
fabric-covered, Oct:34
tab-top style, Jan:32-34
Foster, Susan (author) fabrics ideal for a
travel wardrobe, Jun:52-57
Foundation piecing using untraditional
fabrics for, Dec:62-64
French seam tip for, Apr:24
Fringe
applying on scarf edges, Apr:14-17
on faux-suede belts, May:24-27
“From the Heart” (column)
Baby Quilt Project at Rich East H.S., Dec:12
Barbara Torina sews habits for Franciscan
friars, Aug:10
church group sews for babies in need,
Mar:12
group mends for nursing home residents,
Jan:12
Merle McMannis and Telecom Pioneers
make Hug-A-Bears for kids, Jun:12
Mittens for the Homeless program, Oct:12
profile of three charity sewing groups,
Sep:12
sewing pillowcases for pediatric patients,
Jul:12
sources for headcover patterns, Apr:12
St. Anthony Stitchers sew for needy
families, Nov:12
teacher Thomas Coddington inspires teens
to sew, Feb:12
three books on fundraising and charitable
sewing, May:12
Front band adding contrasting, Jul:16-18
Fur, faux tips for sewing with, and patterns
for, Jan:44-49

G
Gaging antique sewing technique, Jan:51
Gathering tip on ruffles, Feb:30
Gifts
cards, pet collars, sandwich wrapper, picnic
tote, bookmarks, Dec:56-60
ideas of simple gifts kids can make,
Dec:26-27
Glasses coasters that serve as wine I.D. tags,
Nov:52-53

Goddard, Stephanie Corina (author)
adding outside darts, May:64-67
applying printed fabric motifs, Jun:36-40
color wheel, using to choose fabric and
trims, Dec:48-51
creative covered buttons, Feb:54-57
embroidered pocket details, Feb:32-34
facing alternatives, Jul:46-49
making narrow ruffles and trim, Mar:40-43
paper piecing with untraditional fabrics,
Dec:62-64
shawl collars, Jan:56-58
shirt with stay-put sleeve cuffs, Nov:20-23
stabilizing seams, Jun:48-50
stitching in the ditch, Jan:54-55
taking a sewing class, Mar:56-57
teaching a sewing class, Apr:64-66
using same pattern for different garments,
May:48-50
V-necks, Jun:42-46
Griepentrog, Linda Turner (author)
embroidered coffee cup wallhanging,
Mar:32-33
embroidered pocket topper designs,
Jan:38-40
Grommets
inserting, Jan:36
large grommet tape used in three projects,
Aug:20-22
using decoratively on garments, Mar:20-22
Gussets adding to pants, underarms,
Dec:24-25

H
Halloween
new costume patterns, Oct:74-76
wool-felt penny rug, Oct:30-33
Hand stitches
chainstitched embellishments, Sep:18-20
for hemming, Sep:52-55
tailor’s tacks, Sep:46
used in garment construction, Apr:60-63
Handbags see purses
Hard-to-find items see “Making Connections”
tailoring supply sources, Sep:49
Harris, Kristina (author) antique sewing
techniques, Jan:50-52
“Head of the Class” preparing to teach a
sewing class, Apr:64-66
Hems
fixing uneven, Jun:18-19
jeans, re-hemming, Oct:14
removing crease, Feb:17
techniques and stitches, Sep:52-55
uses and tips for rolled-hem foot, Aug:40-42
using blind-hem foot, Oct:42-43
“Home Dec” (column)
bordered pillows, Feb:36-38
patriotic windsock, Jul:32-33
sheets with woven ribbon header,
Sep:24-26
staff challenge using home dec fabrics for
garments, Mar:30-31
table runner, napkins printed with leaves,
Nov:38-41
tab-top panel floor screen, Jan:32-34
terms to know when making window
treatments, May:30-33
three pillows with unique corner/edge
treatments, Apr:26-28
three valances from basic shape, Aug:28-29
trim options for window treatments,
Jun:32-34
using striped fabric, Dec:28-32
wool-felt Halloween penny rug, Oct:30-33

Home decorating see also “Home Dec” and
“Decorating Q&A”
coasters that serve as wine I.D. tags,
Nov:52-53
embroidered coffee cup wallhanging,
Mar:32-33
embroidery for, Aug:30-32
ice-skater appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
measuring, figuring yardage and preparing
chair for slipcover, Aug:36-39
new patterns for, Aug:62-63
pillow made with shibori-resist dyeing,
Sep:22-23
sewing slipcover and box cushions,
Sep:60-65
shower curtain with grommet tape,
Aug:20-21
three pillows from bandanas, Aug:44-47
yardage for different blanket sizes, Aug:26
Home office tip on decorating, Feb:30
Hook-and-eye tape using for closure details
on shirts, Jan:20-23
Hook-and-loop fastener tip for applying,
Apr:20

I
“In Style” (column) new patterns
accessories, Apr:68-69
coats, Jan:66-67
easy artistic coats, Dec:78-79
fall ’03 trends, Sep:70-71
for men, Feb:76-77
for sports, May:70-71
Halloween costumes, Oct:74-76
holiday dressing, Nov:72-73
home decorating, Aug:62-63
independent pattern companies, Jul:72-73
plus-size, Jun:70-71
spring ’03 fashion trends, Mar:64-66
“Inner Life” creative embellishments
on garment linings, Feb:50-52
Interfacing
preshrinking tip, avoiding press marks,
Jan:19
used in tailored jacket, Sep:46-48
using in hems, Sep:52-55
Iron tip for cleaning, Mar:14-15
Ironing
constructing oversized ironing board, Jun:79
shirts, Mar:14
Iron-on transfers making and applying,
Oct:58

J
“Jacket Tailoring Basics, Part 1” selecting
pattern and fabric, marking, cutting,
interfacing, Sep:46-49
“Jacket Tailoring Basics, Part 2” lining and
completing, Oct:60-63
Jackets
denim, embellishing with buttons, lace and
fabric, Jul:24-25
fitting techniques, Aug:14-18
reversible, Jun:58-61
tailoring basics, part 1, Sep:44-49
tailoring basics, part 2, Oct:60-63
with monograms used as design elements,
Nov:28-32
with paper-pieced front detail, Dec:62-64
Jeans
fitting, Mar:16-19
making new hems look like original, Oct:14
Joos, Ellie (author) embellishing clothing with
buttons, Jul:24-29
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K
Kacynski, Cindy (author)
apron patterns, techniques and ideas,
Apr:48-52
faux-suede belts, May:24-27
photo-transfer techniques, Oct:56-59
quick gifts to make, Dec:56-60
sheets with woven ribbon header,
Sep:24-26
tab-top floor screen, Jan:32-34
wool-felt Halloween penny rug, Oct:30-33
Kazell, Marla (author) skirt with bias
detailing, Oct:16-18
Keay, Patricia (author) perfecting bound
buttonholes, making buttonhole purse,
Nov:64-66
“Kid-smart Sewing Tips” productive sewing
for kids, Oct:38-41
“Kitchen Kitsch” apron patterns, techniques
and ideas, Apr:48-52

L
Lace insertion as antique sewing technique,
Jan:51-52
Lagan, Constance Hallinan (author) running
a successful sewing business, Apr:54-57
Lapel adjusting pattern for gap, Aug:17
Leaves printing on fabric with, Nov:38-41
Lettuce edging
on child’s serged shirt, Jun:14-16
with sewing machine, Nov:18
Lining
adding embellishment to, Feb:50-52
choosing summer-weight types, Jun:19
choosing, May:22
in a tailored jacket, Oct:62-63
Loving, Doyle (author) buying his first
sewing machine, Mar:60-62

M
Machine Embroidery see also “Machine
Embroidery”
on fleece, Feb:46-48
over faux smocking, Jul:42-43
“Machine Embroidery” (column)
3-D embroidery from freestanding motifs,
May:28-29
adding embroidered pocket details,
Feb:32-34
appliqué methods and tips, Oct:24-28
coffee cup wallhanging, Mar:32-33
embroidering on corners, Jul:36-39
embroidering on leather, Dec:36-39
embroidery in home dec, Aug:30-32
monograms as design elements on jacket,
Nov:28-32
pocket topper designs, Jan:38-40
positive and negative embroidery,
Sep:36-38
pre-wound bobbins, 12-weight thread and
cutting small jump stitches, Jun:28
spray adhesives, Apr:36-37
Machine embroidery, new designs see also
“Machines & More”
Sew News embroidery designs, Sep:40-42
Machines see also “Machines & More”
caring for and finding good service,
Jul:60-62
serger comparison chart, Jul:insert
“Machines & More” (column)
All Sorts of Embroidery Designs, new
designs, Dec:80
Amazing Designs
Fast Fills software, Mar:71
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new embroidery designs, Apr:74, May:76,
Jun:68, Aug:68-69, Sep:76, Oct:78,
Nov:80, Dec:80
American & Efird
Laserbrite and SN Metallic threads,
Jun:69
Pixelles and new polyester threads,
Sep:76
Baby Lock USA
Decorator’s Choice sewing machine,
Oct:78
Ellageo 3, Quilter’s Choice Professional
sewing machines, Dec:80
LetterWorks software, Oct:79
new embroidery designs, Jan:72, Apr:74,
Aug:69, Sep:76
Paletté V5.0 software, Feb:79
Bernina USA
artista 185E sewing/embroidery machine,
Jun:68
Editor V4.0, AutoDesigner V4.0, Designer
Plus V4.0, Nov:81
new embroidery designs, Jan:72, Apr:74,
May:76, Jun:68, Nov:80, Dec:80
virtuosa 155 sewing machine, Aug:68
Brother USA
Feltscaper needle assembly, Aug:68
new embroidery designs, Jan:72, Feb:78,
Mar:70, Apr:74, May:76, Aug:69,
Sep:76, Oct:78, Dec:80
NX-200, NX-400, NX-600 sewing
machines, Oct:78
PE-400D embroidery/sewing machine,
Feb:78
PR-600 commercial embroidery machine,
Nov:80
Cactus Punch,
ExtraPunch project program, Oct:78
new embroidery designs, Jan:72, Mar:70,
Apr:74-76, May:76, Jun:69, Aug:69,
Sep:76, Nov:80, Dec:80
Dalco Home Sew, new embroidery designs,
Aug:69, Oct:79, Nov:80, Dec:81
Elna USA
Debut 2110 and 2130 sewing machines,
Jun:68
Decorator’s Touch sewing machine,
May:76
Embroidery Resource, Basic Techniques
book, Mar:71
Fabric Collections, new embroidery designs,
Feb:78
Generations
digitizing software, Aug:68
Lettering Plus software, Sep:77
V1.2, Nov:81
Gütermann, silk thread cabinet, Mar:71
Hammer Brothers, Foundations stabilizers,
Feb:79
Hatched in Africa, new embroidery designs,
Jan:73, Apr:76
Hoop-It-All
clear or dark Stick-it-all stabilizer, Aug:69
Kleer-Fuse and Poly-Glo stabilizers,
Sep:77
Husqvarna Viking
Autodigitizing V4.0 software upgrade,
Oct:79
new embroidery designs, Apr:76
online embroidery shop, Apr:76
Platinum 770 sewing machine, Feb:78
Platinum Plus, 750, 730 sewing
machines, Oct:78
Prelude 340, 360 sewing machines and
Des. 1, 1.5 upgrade, Sep:76
Janome
Art of Creative Overlocking book, Apr:77

new embroidery designs, Mar:70
New Home HF-106 sewing machine,
Sep:76
Juki, MO-734DE and MO-735 sergers,
Jun:68
Kid At Heart Designs, new embroidery
designs, Sep:76-77
Madiera USA, thread Treasure Chest and
new threads, Jan:73
Nancy’s Notions, serger reference cards,
Apr:76
OESD
DK5 spray cleaning agent, Sep:77
Explorations software, Dec:81
new embroidery designs: Jan:73, Feb:79,
Mar:70, Apr:76, May:76-77, Jun:69,
Aug:69, Oct:79, Nov:81, Dec:81
Origins, V9.0 digitizing software, Jun:69
Pfaff, Coverlock creative 4874 serger,
Feb:78
Singer
new embroidery designs, Feb:79, Sep:77,
Oct:79
QuantumLock 14T957DC serger, Feb:78
Sulky, Universal Slimline Storage Box,
Nov:81
Superior Threads, The Bottom Line threads,
Apr:77
White
1740 Quilter’s sewing machine, Sep:76
W3300 embroidery machine, Feb:78
YLI
appliqué thread, Dec:81
Soft Touch, Polyfil and Home Dec
threads, Feb:79
variegated machine quilting thread,
Sep:76
“Made in Suede” faux-suede handbag with
animal print accent, Apr:40-42
“Make Your Own Designer Fabrics” ideas
for making embellished yardage, Mar:44-46
“Making Connections” (column) mail-order
and Internet sources
barrette blanks, Apr:70
barrier cloth, Jan:70
bow tie/cummerbund hardware, Sep:72
breathable waterproof fabric, Dec:74
broomstick skirt instructions, Mar:67
Brussels Washer, Jun:64
bustier pattern, Nov:74
buttonhole elastic, Jul:70
chainette fringe, Feb:72
checkbook cover pattern, Jul:69
coconut buttons, Jul:70
constructing pressing tools, Apr:70
cotton sateen, May:72
cotton thread, Mar:67
crocheted appliqués, Feb:72
Crystal Cool powder, May:72
Cuddleskin lingerie fabric, Sep:72
dog-print fabric, Dec:74
dollmaking tools, May:72
Dorset thread button, Feb:72
extra-fine fusible tape, Dec:74
faux-suede appliqués, Nov:74
flag fabric, Nov:74
flamenco dress pattern, Oct:70
flat-felling presser foot, Nov:74
fleece animal hat patterns, Oct:70
foil-print stretch fabric, Nov:74
frog closures, Jun:64
fruit pincushions, Apr:70
golf-style collars, Feb:72
heavy faux suede, Aug:66
Hera marker, May:72
Hourglass patterns, Aug:66
insulated curtain fabric, Apr:70

ironing press cover, Aug:66
kite-making books, Oct:70
Kwik-Sew basic pattern book, Jan:70
large grommets, Aug:66
machine repair book, Jul:70
men’s tailcoat pattern, Apr:70
NASCAR print fabric, Mar:67
Nordic clasps and buttons, Nov:74
pareau pattern, Mar:67
Petersham ribbon, Sep:72
plastic squeakers, Jun:64
plus-size pants pattern, Jun:64
purse handles, Jan:70
repetitive motion injury information, Jun:64
Scottish kilt instructions, Feb:72
self-threading machine needles, Feb:72
sewing machine manual, Jul:69-70
sewing-theme cookie cutters, Jan:70
sewing-theme stencils, Sep:72
sewing-theme wineglass charms, Jul:69
shoe clips, Apr:70
silk batting, Dec:74
size and care labels, Jan:70
sleeve board, Jun:64
soft hook-and-loop, May:72
Star Attraction purse pattern, Dec:74
stretch lace, Oct:70
table measuring tapes, Mar:67
tailor board, Jul:70
tailoring textbook, Feb:72
tassel dolls, Aug:66
Textile Studio patterns, Sep:72
thermal knit, Sep:72
thimble holder, Dec:74
tiny lights for use in garments, Oct:70
trench coat pattern, Sep:72
upholstered headboard plans, Aug:66
vintage feedsack fabric, Mar:67
waistband grippers, Mar:67
Western wear patterns, Jan:70
whip-stitch piping, May:72
wool batting, Jan:70
Marking techniques, Sep:46
Maternity fit issues, Apr:30-34
Mazur, Anna (author) beading by hand,
Feb:60-65
McDonough, Colleen, D.C. (author)
ergonomic sewing, Jul:56-59
McGehee, Linda (author) 3-D embroidery
motifs, May:28-29
Mitering
mitering napkin corners, Aug:24-25
on striped fabrics, Dec:28-29
Monitor cover tip on making, Feb:30
Monograms
tips for, Apr:24
using as design elements on jacket,
Nov:28-32

N
Napkins
embroidering on, Jul:36-37, Jul:66
leaf-printed, Nov:38-41
mitering corners, Aug:24-25
Neckband adding contrasting, Jul:16-18
Necklaces making from yarns, fabrics and
beads, Apr:44-46
Necklines choosing, creating and modifying
V-neck styles, Jun:42-46
New products see “Sew What's New,”
“Bookmark,” “In Style” and “Machines &
More”
Notions hardware-store tools used for
sewing, May:86

O
Oilcloth tip for using, Jun:30
“Old-fashioned Christmas” ice-skater
appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
Oldham, Gretchen (author) scarves with
tulle treasure pockets, Dec:52-54
Outerwear
backpack with expandable gusset,
May:60-63
coat patterns, Jan:66-67
durable hiking shorts, May:44-47
fleece jacket with yarn-serged edges,
Feb:22-24
inserting exposed zippers, Jan:16-18
sewing rainwear fabrics, May:40-43
sewing with faux fur, Jan:44-49

P
“Pack for the Day” backpack with
expandable gusset, May:60-63
“Pampered Pets” making pet beds,
Nov:44-46
“Pant Tips & Techniques” adapting pattern
instructions for better results, May:52-55
Pants
adapting pattern instructions for better
results, May:52-55
adding tummy control panel, Jun:20-21
altering for weight loss, Nov:24-26
corduroys embellished with buttons and
faux suede, Jul:28-29
fitting, Oct:20-23
fitting jeans, Mar:16-19
Patterns see also fit, “In Style”
adapting for different garments, May:48-50
altering to eliminate shoulder pads, Sep:16
choosing flattering spring ’03 styles,
Jun:22-27
choosing for faux fur, Jan:44-49
choosing pattern when figure is two different
sizes, Jan:19
enlarging graphed patterns, Aug:27
fall ’03 Sew News pattern collection,
Sep:40-43
for aprons, Apr:48-49
pant, adapting instructions for better results,
May:52-55
slipcover styles, Aug:37
spring ’03 Sew News Fashion Collection,
Feb:42-45
Pets
embellished collars, Dec:57
making pet beds, Nov:44-46
“Photo Transfer: A Product Comparison”
comparison of eight products, Nov:49-51
Photos
comparison chart of photo-transfer products,
Nov:49-51
editors create projects using photo transfer,
Dec:68-69
transfering to fabric, Oct:56-59
“Pick a Pocket” adding creativity to patch
pockets, Oct:44-48
Picnic tote Dec:59
“Picture Perfect” transfering photos to fabric,
Oct:56-59
Piecing
embroidered quilted coffee cup wallhanging,
Mar:32-33
three patchwork bags, Dec:20-23
tip for simple pieced coverlet, Dec:26-27
using untraditional fabrics for paper piecing,
Dec:62-64
Pillowcase
converting into skirt, Mar:24-26

embellishing, Jul:30-31
making for baby’s room, Aug:25
with woven ribbon band, Sep:24-26
Pillows
fabric prints bordered with fabrics and trim,
Feb:36-38
from striped fabrics, Dec:28-32
leather embroidered and pieced, Dec:36-39
made with shibori-resist dyeing, Sep:22-23
neck pillow, Nov:14
three styles from bandanas, Aug:44-47
with three unique edge treatments,
Apr:26-28
Pincushions filler material, Dec:18
Pinking shears
decorative and practical uses, Jan:64-65
sharpening, source for, Apr:20
Pintucks
making diamonds on fabric, Mar:45
sewing on bias, Apr:18
Piping
as antique sewing technique, Jan:52
in tailored jacket lining, Oct:62-63
ruched, ruffle, pleated and balloon trim,
Mar:40-43
Plackets extended, adding to shirts,
May:14-17
Pleats
on slipcover skirt, Aug:39
on striped fabrics, Dec:30-31
removing, Nov:16
to prepare for faux smocking, Jul:42
Plus-size
adding tummy control panel, Jun:20-21
choosing flattering patterns for spring ’03
styles, Jun:22-27
fitting strategies during weight loss,
Nov:24-27
new patterns, Jun:70-71
Pockets
adding artistic treasure pockets to linings,
Feb:52
adding darts to outside of, May:66-67
embellishing with embroidery or decorative
stitches, Feb:32-34
embroidering on, Jul:38
patch style for tailored jacket, Sep:47-48
prevent from flipping to back, Nov:16
slant-style, May:53-54
using as design elements on garments,
Oct:44-48
using pocket topper machine embroidery
designs, Jan:38-40
Presser feet
blind-hem foot uses and tips, Oct:42-43
buttonhole feet types, Jul:53
flat-felling foot uses and tips, Sep:66-68
fringe, for making 3-D fabric yardage,
Mar:46
rolled-hem foot uses and tips, Aug:40-42
Pressing constructing oversized ironing
board, Jun:79
“Preventive Medicine” caring for machine
and finding good service, Jul:60-62
Printing on fabric
basics of, Oct:56-59
comparison chart of photo-transfer products,
Nov:49-51
editors create projects using photo transfer,
Dec:68-69
Purses
bag-making supplies and patterns,
Dec:76-77
faux suede with animal print and stud
accents, Apr:40-42
handbag with grommet tape, Aug:21-22
three patchwork bags, Dec:20-23
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with bound buttonhole detail, Nov:64-66
“Pushing the Pattern” using same pattern
for different garments, May:48-50

Q
Quilting
adding trapunto to kimono, Dec:70-73
combining with embroidery in coffee cup
wallhanging, Mar:32-33
making embellished sheer fabric, Mar:45

R
“Rain Dance” sewing rainwear fabrics,
May:40-43
“Reader Tips” (column) Jan:10, Feb:10-11,
Mar:10, Apr:10, May:10, Jun:10, Jul:10,
Aug:13, Sep:10, Oct:11, Nov:10, Dec:10
Recycling
necklaces from leftover yarns, fabrics and
beads, Apr:44-46
sewing with tie fabric, Dec:44-46
skirt made from vintage pillowcase,
Mar:24-26
three pillows from bandanas, Aug:44-47
Resources see “Making Connections”
“Retail Details” (column)
adding decorative closures to garments,
Feb:26-29
adding extended shirt placket, May:14-17
adding tummy control panel, Jun:20-21
contrasting neckband, front band and cuffs,
Jul:16-18
embellishing garments with chainstitch,
Sep:18-20
embroidering on sweaters, Dec:14-17
large grommet tape used in three projects,
Aug:20-22
scarf edge treatments, Apr:14-17
shirt with stay-put sleeve cuffs, Nov:20-23
skirt with bias detailing, Oct:16-18
using decorative grommets/eyelets on
garments, Mar:20-22
using hook-and-eye tape for shirt closures,
Jan:20-23
Ribbon sheets with woven ribbon header,
Sep:24-26
Richards, Pauline (author)
eliminating sleeve fullness with details,
Jan:60-62
making embellished fabric, Mar:44-46
monograms as design elements on jacket,
Nov:28-32
serged shirt from reversible fabric,
Nov:60-63
Rintala, Laura [Taylor] (author)
charity sewing group, Feb:98
Cynthia Thomas sewing after stroke, Sep:90
handbag-maker Deloise Vaden, Nov:98
Jeri Bergstrom making coats for
greyhounds, Jul:82
organic fabric mail-order business, Mar:82
profile of Jean-Paul Corbeil, Jun:82
profile of John Serfling, Aug:82
profile of teen sewer Joseph Taylor, Oct:98
ribbonwork artist Helen Gibb, Apr:90
wool-felting artist Jill Gully, May:90
young designer Stephanie Brown, Jan:90
Robes adding trapunto to kimono, Dec:70-73
Rotary cutters pinking and decorative blades
for, Jan:64-65
Ruching
as antique sewing technique, Jan:50-51
making embellished fabric with ribbon,
Mar:45
Ruffles
making narrow trim, Mar:40-43
tip on gathering, Feb:30
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Rulers tips for using French curve, curve ruler
and fashion curves, May:20
Russell, Carola (author)
blind-hem foot uses and tips, Oct:42-43
flat-felling foot uses and tips, Sep:66-68
rolled-hem foot uses and tips, Aug:40-42
Rust tip for eliminating on sewing tools,
Jan:75

S
Sandwich wrapper Dec:58
Saris
history, draping and sources, Aug:48-50
use in staff challenge garments, Aug:52-53
Seam sealing on rainwear fabrics, May:43
Seams
enhancing with positive/negative
embroidery, Sep:36-38
flat-felled, Sep:66-68
in faux fur, Jan:44-49
stabilizing, Jun:48-50
Seleshanko, Kristina (author) perfecting
buttonholes, Jul:52-55
Sergers see also “Machines & More”
serger comparison chart, Jul:insert
“Serger Smarts” (column)
child’s skirt, coverstitched & lettuce edge
shirt, Jun:14-16
flatlocking on a pieced skirt, Apr:22-23
yarn-serged edges on fleece jacket,
Feb:22-24
Serging see also “Serger Smarts”
rolled-hem setting, Oct:15
serged shirt from reversible fabric,
Nov:60-63
Service for machine finding good dealer and
service, Jul:60-62
“Sew Biz” running successful sewing
business, Apr:54-57
“Sew Healthy” ergonomic sewing, Jul:56-59
“Sew News: The Fashion Collection, Fall
2003” new Sew News patterns and
embroidery designs, Sep:40-43
“Sew News: The Fashion Collection, Spring
2003” new Sew News patterns and
embroidery designs, Feb:42-45
“Sew Sari” saris used in staff challenge
garments, Aug:52-53
“Sew What’s New” (column) new products
3-in-1 P.E.T., portable extension table,
Jan:68
ABC Embroidery, embroidery marking tool,
Oct:73
Amy Butler
comfort throw pattern, Oct:72
new pattern line, Mar:69
Annie’s Keepsakes, snowman muff and hat
pattern, Feb:75
Art to Heart
Christmas magnet pattern, Nov:76
spring project book, Apr:73
ArtFabric Studio, chicken and mouse
pincushion kits, Mar:68
BagWorks, handbags and embellishments,
Dec:77
Barrett House, dishtowels, Jun:66
Bits & Pieces, sewing puzzle, May:69
Blue Sky Alpacas, hand balm, Apr:73
Blumenthal Lansing, themed button
collections, Feb:75
Bucilla, greeting card kits, Nov:77
C&T Publishing
two Christmas quilt books, Nov:76
quilt wrapping paper, May:69
Calico Moon Handcrafts, stocking pattern,
Nov:76
Canvas Collectibles, serger tote, Jan:69
Carol Kimball, fashion sketchpads, Jun:67

Chesapeake Wallcovering, sewing-theme
border, Aug:65
Clover
mechanical fabric pencils, Jan:68
pressing bars and folding pen, Sep:75
CNT Patterns, swing jacket and pants,
Sep:75
Cochenille, purse pattern software, Dec:76
Crazy Quilts by CTS, pieced pillowcase
pattern, Jan:68
Crystal Lake Creations
Easter ornaments, Apr:73
Hanukkah wool-felt wallhanging kit,
Nov:78
Daniel Green, quilted slippers, May:68
Darr, piping ruler, May:69
Delta, Christmas iron-on transfers, Nov:78
Design & Planning Concepts, bag pattern,
Dec:77
Design Originals, Tied Up!, Mar:68
eXpresSew, teen sewing books, Sep:74
Favorite Things, pillow assortment pattern,
Feb:74
Fiskars, rotary cutter, Mar:69
Four Corners Designs, bag pattern, Dec:77
Gold Crest, craft light, Jun:66
GripClean, velcro cleaner, Jul:70
Humane Trophies, stuffed animal trophy
kits, Oct:73
Indygo Junction, purse-making book,
Dec:77
JHB, button collections, Aug:64
Jo-Lydia’s Attic, jacket pattern, Jun:67
Kreinik, fusible threads, Jun:66
Laughing Moon, corset video/pattern,
Aug:65
Lazy Girl Designs, handbag patterns,
Dec:77
Linda Lum DeBono, Halloween quilt pattern,
Oct:72
Mary Roehr, machine embroidery price list,
Oct:73
MJTrim.com, purse handles, Dec:76
Moonglow Studios, pewter pins, Nov:76
Mountain Mist, new battings, Mar:69
Mundial, embroidery scissors, Jul:71
Nancy’s Notions, casserole & slow-cooker
carrier patterns/kits, Jul:70
Olfa
circle cutter, Oct:73
rotary cutting rulers, Feb:74
O’Lipfa, reversible rulers, Apr:72
Omnigrid, cutting tools, Sep:74
Ott-Lite, designer lamp series, Jan:69
Rowenta, steam generator, Sep:75
Saf-T-Pockets, pullover and pants pattern,
May:68
Sewing Workshop, jacket and pant pattern,
Apr:72
Sullivan’s, hobby table, Feb:75
Suzanne Sievers, pieced watchband
pattern, Nov:77
Thimbles Etc., purse chatelaine pattern,
Aug:64
Vogue, evening bag patterns, Dec:77
Voyageur Press, quilt stories book, Nov:78
Warm Co., insulating batting, Aug:65
Whistlepig Creek, patriotic project book,
Jul:71
Wrights, Disney embellishments, Jan:69
“Sewing Double” making reversible jacket,
Jun:58-61
Sewing machines see “Machines & More”
“Sewing Q&A” (column)
adjusting bobbin tension, Jul:14-15
altering pattern to remove shoulder pads,
Sep:16
attaching velcro, Apr:20
binding V-neckline, Feb:16

choosing lining fabric, May:22
choosing pattern size, Jan:19
cleaning iron soleplate, Mar:15
converting to V-neck, Feb:14-16
crib sheets, May:22
cutting and marking, Mar:15
definition of garment fabric weight, Sep:16
definition of nap, Sep:14
dimensions for baby pillowcase, Aug:25
exposed outerwear zippers, Jan:16-18
filler for pincushions, Dec:18
fixing snags, May:22
fleece right side, May:22
French curves, May:20
hemming crinkly fabric, Sep:16
hemming leather, Apr:18
interfacing questions, Jan:19
ironing shirts, Mar:14-15
lettuce edging with sewing machine, Nov:18
lining fleece cape, Dec:19
lining for summer garments, Jun:19
mitered-corner napkins, Aug:24-25
neck pillow, Nov:14
pintucks on bias, Apr:18
prevent pockets from flipping to back,
Nov:16
preventing fabric fading, May:23
preventing shorts ride-up, Jun:18
protecting fabric from wear, Aug:25
re-hemming and distressing jeans, Oct:14
removing buttons from denim garments,
Sep:14
removing fusible residue from ironing board,
Oct:15
removing hem crease, Feb:17
removing pleats, Nov:16
removing wrinkles in pleather, Nov:18
replacing elastic waistband, Oct:15
rolled-hem serger settings, Oct:15
sealing cord ends, Apr:18
sewing through elastic, Jun:18
sewing velvet, Dec:18-19
sharpening pinking shears, Apr:18-20
shortening crotch, Jun:19
shortening T-shirt, Sep:14
skirt too tight, Feb:16-17
stretch-wovens, tips for sewing, Apr:18-20
thread breakage, Jul:15
twin-needle stitching, Nov:16
uneven skirt hem, Jun:18-19
using licensed fabrics, Sep:14
using wing needle, Jul:15
washing burlap, Mar:15
wicking fabric right side, Jan:19
wool, tips for, Mar:15
yardage for different blanket sizes, Aug:26
Shawl collars sewing, Jan:56-58
Sheets
tip on making for crib, May:22
with woven ribbon header, Sep:24-26
Shepherd, Karen (author) caring for your
machine and finding good service, Jul:60-62
Shirts
adding contrasting neckband, front band
and cuffs, Jul:16-18
altering for weight loss, Nov:27
camisoles decorated with buttons, Jul:25-26
child’s coverstitched & lettuce edge shirt,
Jun:14-16
choosing, creating and modifying V-neck
styles, Jun:42-46
ironing tips, Mar:14
serged shirt from reversible fabric,
Nov:60-63
shirt with stay-put sleeve cuffs, Nov:20-23
shortening T-shirt, Sep:14

“Short Takes” durable hiking shorts,
May:44-47
Shorts
adding tummy control panel, Jun:20-21
hiking, May:44-47
preventing ride-up, Jun:18
Shoulder pads attaching to tailored jacket,
Oct:60
Shower curtain with grommet tape,
Aug:20-21
Shriber, Nancy (author) personal and artistic
embellishments for linings, Feb:50-52
“Simple Machine Smocking” decorative
stitches imitate hand smocking, Jul:40-44
“Simplifying Shawl Collars” Jan:56-58
Skirts
altering for weight loss, Nov:24-26
child’s serged skirt, Jun:14-16
denim, embellished with buttons and lace,
Jul:24-25
embroidering lower corner of wrap style,
Jul:38
fixing uneven hem, Jun:18-19
made from vintage pillowcases, Mar:24-26
making a flatlocked and pieced skirt,
Apr:22-23
with bias seaming, darts, Oct:16-18
Sleeves
adding darts to outside of cap, May:66-67
eliminate fullness with decorative details,
Jan:60-62
“Slimming Down” eliminating sleeve fullness
with decorative details, Jan:60-62
“Slipcovers, Part 1” measuring, yardage and
preparing chair, Aug:36-39
“Slipcovers: Part 2” completing cover and
box cushions, Sep:60-65
“Small Motifs, Big Potential” applying
printed fabric motifs to garments, Jun:36-40
Smocking decorative stitches imitate hand
smocking on child’s dress, Jul:40-44
Soto, Anne Marie (author) 25 years of the
American Sewing Guild, Sep:56-57
Sources see “Making Connections” and “Sew
What's New”
Special needs see also “From the Heart”
maternity fit issues, Apr:30-34
Spray adhesive tips for using, Apr:36-37
Stamping making a linen jacket, Mar:52-54
Stay tape types and applications, Jun:48-50
“Stay-put Strategies” stabilizing seams with
variety of techniques, Jun:48-50
Stefanelli, Marla (author)
embellishing garments with chainstitch,
Sep:18-20
ice-skater appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
pillow made with shibori-resist dyeing,
Sep:22-23
vintage pillowcase skirts, Mar:24-26
“Stem-Wear” coasters that serve as wine I.D.
tags, Nov:52-53
Stinton, Judy (author) making necklaces
from yarns, fabrics and beads, Apr:44-46
Stitches, hand see hand stitches
Stitching in the ditch Jan:54-55
Stripes using in decorating projects,
Dec:28-32
“Subtle Elegance” adding trapunto to
kimono, Dec:70-73
Sweaters hand embroidery on, Dec:14-17

T
Table proper height for sewing and cutting,
Jul:56-58
Table runner leaf-printed, Nov:38-41

Tailoring
fitting jackets, Aug:14-18
mail-order supply sources, Sep:49
jacket tailoring basics, part 1, Sep:44-49
jacket tailoring basics, part 2, Oct:60-63
Tank tops edge treatments for, Jul:46-49
Tassels adding to corners, Mar:28-29
Teaching preparing to teach a sewing class,
Apr:64-66
Techniques old-fashioned sewing, Jan:50-52
“Teen Scene” (column)
distressing, fading, over-dyeing denim;
making tiered denim skirt, Jan:24-26
embellishing clothing with buttons, Jul:24-29
making faux-suede belts, May:24-27
pillow made with shibori-resist dyeing,
Sep:22-23
three patchwork bags, Dec:20-23
vintage pillowcase skirts, Mar:24-26
Teens see also “Teen Scene”
Baby Quilt Project at Rich East H.S.,
Dec:12
teacher inspires students to sew, Feb:12
Tension bobbin and upper thread, Jul:14-15
Thread see also “Machines & More”
preventing thread breakage, Jul:15
Ties sewing with fabric from, Dec:44-46
Tisinger, Elizabeth (author)
adding extended shirt placket, May:14-17
adding tummy control panel, Jun:20-21
embroidering on sweaters, Dec:14-17
scarf edge treatments, Apr:14-17
three projects using grommet tape,
Aug:20-22
using hook-and-eye tape, Jan:20-23
Tissue-fitting see fit and “Fit for You”
Trapunto adding to kimono, Dec:70-73
Travel
sewing a reversible jacket, Jun:58-61
sewing fabrics good for travel wardrobes,
Jun:52-57
“Travel-smart Fabrics” sewing fabrics good
for travel wardrobes, Jun:52-57
Tree skirt ice-skater appliquéd, Nov:56-59
Trims
attaching with flat-felling foot, Sep:68
ruched, ruffled, pleated, balloon piping,
Mar:40-43
sheets with woven ribbon header,
Sep:24-26
tassels, adding to corners, Mar:28-29
used for window treatments, Jun:32-34
used on scarf edges, Apr:14-17
using as decorative closures, Feb:26-29
using in two pillows, Feb:36-38
“Tulle Treasures” scarves with tulle treasure
pockets, Dec:52-54
Twigg, Jeanine (author)
embroidering on leather, Dec:36-39
embroidery in home dec, Aug:30-32
machine embroidery appliqué, Oct:24-28
machine embroidery Q&A, Jun:28
pinking shears, Jan:64-65
positive and negative embroidery,
Sep:36-38
spray adhesives, Apr:36-37
Twin needle see double needle

V
Valances see window treatments
“Versatile V-necks” choosing, creating and
modifying V-neck styles, Jun:42-46
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V-neck
binding, Feb:16
choosing, creating and modifying styles,
Jun:42-46
converting sweatshirt from crew neck,
Feb:14-16
Voigt-Reising, Susan (author)
choosing flattering patterns for spring ’03
styles, Jun:22-27
fall ’03 trends and styles, Sep:70-71
sewing with faux fur, Jan:44-49
spring ’03 fashion trends & patterns,
Mar:64-66

W
Waist stays as antique sewing technique,
Jan:52
Waistband tips for sewing, May:55
Wallhanging embroidered coffee cup quilt,
Mar:32-33
Waterproof fabrics sewing with, May:40-43
Water-repellant fabrics sewing with,
May:40-43
Wearable art
3-D machine embroidery designs,
May:28-29
adding embellishment to linings, Feb:50-52
creative patch pockets as design elements,
Oct:44-48
necklaces from leftover yarns, fabrics and
beads, Apr:44-46
Weight loss fitting strategies during,
Nov:24-27
Weights using in hems, Sep:55
Weiland, Barbara (author)
adapting pant pattern instructions,
May:52-55
adjusting, moving and adding darts,
Jul:20-22
altering for uneven bodies, Sep:30-33
choosing pattern/fabric combination,
Mar:36-38
contrasting neckband, front band and cuffs,
Jul:16-18
durable hiking shorts, May:44-47
ease requirements for different fabrics,
May:18-19
embroidering on corners, Jul:36-39
faux-suede handbag with animal-print
accent, Apr:40-42
fine-tuning armhole fit, Jan:28-31
fitting jackets, Aug:14-18
fitting maternity wear, Apr:30-34
fitting strategies during weight loss,
Nov:24-27
gussets, adding to pants, underarms,
Dec:24-25
ice-skater appliquéd tree skirt, Nov:56-59
jacket tailoring basics, part 1, Sep:44-49
jacket tailoring basics, part 2, Oct:60-63
jean fitting, Mar:16-19
making a reversible jacket, Jun:58-61
making backpack, May:60-63
pant fitting, Oct:20-23
understanding ease, Feb:18-21
Welting making for slipcover, Sep:60
Welts embellishing with embroidery, Feb:33
Window treatments
blocking noise at window, Sep:28
determining tieback length, Oct:34
embroidering on curtain corners, Jul:37
lining jabots, Sep:28
making pouf style valance, Jan:36
terms to know, May:30-33
three valances from basic shape, Aug:28-29
trim options, Jun:32-34
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Windsock patriotic-style, Jul:32-33
Wing needle tip for using, Jul:15
Wyman, Linda (author)
coasters that serve as wine I.D. tags,
Nov:52-53
comparison chart of photo-transfer products,
Nov:49-51
photo-transfer techniques, Oct:56-59

Y
Yarn serging with, Feb:22-24
Yedziniak, Deborah (author) child’s
machine-smocked dress, Jul:40-44

Z
Zapp, Anna (author) adding trapunto to
kimono, Dec:70-73
Zent, Sheila (author) three patchwork bags,
Dec:20-23
Zentgraf, Carol (author)
distressing denim, Jan:24-26
grommets and eyelets, Mar:20-22
making a stamped linen jacket, Mar:52-54
on bordered pillows, Feb:36-38
on decorative closures, Feb:26-29
striped fabric in decorating projects,
Dec:28-32
Zippers
inserting in outerwear with exposed method,
Jan:16-18
on slipcover, Sep:62-63

